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Abstract
Obtaining high-quality training labels for learning can be an onerous task. In
this paper, we look at the task of automatic image annotation, trained with only
partial supervision. We propose MARCO, a novel algorithm that learns to predict
the complete tag set of an image with the help of an auxiliary task that recovers the
semantic relationship between tags. We formulate this as a convex programming
problem and present an efficient optimization routine that iterates between two
closed-form solution steps. We demonstrate on two real datasets that our approach
out performs competitors, especially with very sparsely labeled training images.
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Introduction

As technology enables data collection at ever increasing scale and speed, data analysts are looking
at machine learning as the tool of choice. However, successful applications of machine learning
often rely on the existence of large quantities of labeled examples, which can be difficult to obtain.
Acquiring good labels can be time consuming and require domain expertise that few possess. In
recent years, the research community has delved into crowdsourcing as a potential platform for
acquiring labels cheaply and at scale [9]. However, crowdsourced labels can be inconsistent, and
obtaining high-quality labels can still be expensive, especially for large-scale datasets.
In this paper, we present a novel method for machine-aided labeling. Namely, we reduce a complex
labeling task to a much simpler one through the use of learning algorithms. We take image annotation [1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12] as an example of such a complex labeling task. Given an image, the
goal is to annotate it with the complete list of tags that describe all visual features present in the
image. Note that it is easy to tag an image with a few of the most prominent visual features, but
to obtain the complete list can be quite difficult. The ESP game [15] takes the novel approach of
allowing free-form input from the user, which is quick to do, but incentivizes pairs of labelers to
match their answers. This results in tag sets with high precision, but without guarantees for high
recall; each image may be tagged with only a small set of tags that describe the most obvious visual
features. To alleviate the need for completely labeling a large set of training images, several existing
works resort to semi-supervised approaches to leverage unlabeled or weakly labeled data from the
web [6, 13, 14]. In this work, we explore another aspect of partial supervision for image annotation.
We present Marginalized Co-regularization (MARCO), a novel algorithm for image annotation that
uses a simple yet effective trick to cope with overly sparse supervision: It treats its training data (images with partial tags) as unlabeled multi-view data. It then follows the spirit of co-training [2] and
learns two classifiers to predict tag annotations: the first uses as input the image features and learns
the mapping we hope to learn; the second uses the existing tags and is a purely auxiliary learning
task. We propose a joint convex loss function that combines both classifiers via co-regularization
and forces them to agree with their annotations. Our loss function can be trained efficiently through
alternating optimization with simple closed-form updates. We demonstrate on real world data sets
that MARCO outperforms several competitive baselines and is particularly strong in scenarios with
very limited supervision.
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Method

Let T = {ω1 , · · · , ωT } denote the dictionary of annotation tags of size T . Suppose we are given
a partial training data D = {(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xn , yn )} ⊂ Rd × {0, 1}T , where each yi is a small
partial subset of tags that are appropriate for image xi . Our goal is to learn a function W : Rd → T
which maps from an image x to its complete tag set. As we are only provided with an incomplete
set of tags, we create an additional auxiliary problem and obtain two sub-tasks: 1. train an image
classifier xi → Wxi , which predicts the complete tag set from image features. 2. train a mapping
yi → Byi to enrich the existing overly sparse tag vector yi by estimating which tags are likely to
co-occur with those already in yi . As we lack the exact labels to perform supervised learning, we
instead train both classifiers simultaneously and force them to agree, minimizing
n

1X
kByi − Wxi k2 .
n i=1

(1)

Clearly, the loss in Eq. (1) has a trivial solution at B = 0 = W. Hence, to avoid uninteresting
solutions, we add a carefully chosen regularization term to guide one of the two mappings (B) into
a useful direction.
Marginalized blank-out regularization. To avoid trivial solutions, we add a regularizer that ensures that the mapping B performs well at predicting likely tags (inspired by marginalized Stacked
Denoising Autoencoders (mSDA) [3]). The intention behind B : {0, 1}T → RT is to enrich the
incomplete user tags by turning on relevant keywords, which should have been tagged but were ignored by the human annotators. One way to learn this mapping is to artificially create a supervised
dataset from the incomplete user tags. To this end, we randomly remove tags from the existing set
and train B to predict which tags were removed. More formally, for each y, a corrupted version ỹ
is created by randomly removing (i.e., setting to zero) each entry in y with some probability p ≥ 0,
i.e., for each user tag vector y and dimensions t, p(ỹt = 0) = p and p(ỹt = yt ) = 1 − p. The
mapping B is then trained to reconstruct the original tag vector from its corrupted version,
n

B = argmin
B

1X
kyi − Bỹi k2 .
n i=1

Here, each row of B is an ordinary least squares regressor that predicts the presence of a tag given
all existing tags in ỹ. To reduce variance in B, we take repeated samples of ỹ. In the limit (with
infinitely many corrupted versions of y), the expected reconstruction error can be expressed as
n

r(B) =


1X 
E kyi − Bỹi k2 p(ỹi ) .
n i=1

(2)

Joint loss function. The joint loss combines the square loss in Eq. (1) with the mSDA regularization
term r(B) in Eq. (2) and the standard l2 regularizer for W,
n

`(B, W; x, y) =

n


1X
γX 
kByi − Wxi k2 +
E kyi − Bỹi k2 p(ỹi ) + λkWk22 .
n i=1
n i=1

(3)

The first term enforces that the tags enriched through co-occurrence with existing labels agree with
the tags predicted by the content of the image. The second term ensures that the enrichment mapping
B reliably predicts tags if they were to be removed from the training label set. Finally, the last term
reduces the complexity of W and avoids overfitting.
Optimization. The loss in Eq. (3) can be efficiently optimized using coordinate descent. When B
is fixed, the mapping W reduces to standard ridge-regression and can be solved for in closed form.
Similarly, when W is fixed, the solution to Eq. (3) can be expressed as the well-known closed-form
solution for ordinary least squares [3]:
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where E[ỹ]p(ỹ) and V[ỹ]p(ỹ) denote the expected value and variance of the corruptions under the
noise model. For the uniform “blank-out” noise introduced above, we have E[ỹ]p(ỹ) = (1 − p)y,
2

and V[ỹ]p(ỹ) = p(1 − p)diag(y2 ). In other words, we can derive the optimal mapping B under
closed form without explicitly creating any corruptions. The loss is jointly convex with respect to B
and W and consequently coordinate descent converges to the global minimum.
Bootstrapping to recover long-range tag associations. The regularizer in Eq. (2) ensures that the
mapping B can recover tags that are removed from the partial tag set. One way to interpret a partial
tag set is to imagine that someone “removed” tags from the complete tag set. It is therefore intuitive
to consider applying the learned mapping B on the labels y1 , . . . , yn to obtain some “enriched”
labels y10 , . . . , yn0 and use these to re-optimize the joint loss in Eq. (3).1 This bootstrapping can
be applied arbitrarily often. In other words, we can stack up multiple layers of (W, B), using the
enriched tags of the previous layer as input to the next layer. This has the advantage of recovering
the semantic relationship between tags that do not directly co-occur with one another in the training
set. At test time, given an image x, the final mapping W∗ is used to score the dictionary of tags. We
refer to our algorithm as Marginalized Co-regularization (MARCO).
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Experimental Results

We evaluate MARCO on two image annotation benchmark datasets.
ESP game.2 . The dataset consists of 20,770 images of a wide variety, such as logos, drawings, and
personal photos, collected in the ESP collaborative image labeling task [15]. Overall, the images
are annotated with 268 tags. Each image is associated with a maximum of 15 and on average 4.6
tags. In our experiment, we use all the images with at least 7 tags (presumedly the set of images
with relatively more complete list of tags) as the test set, and the remaining (16,748) images as the
training set. Among the testing images, 1,000 of them are reserved for validation.
IAPRTC-12.3 . The dataset consists of 19,627 images of sports, actions, people, animals, cities,
landscapes and many other aspects of contemporary life [7]. Tags are extracted from the free-flowing
text captions accompanying each image. Overall, 291 tags are used. On average, each image is
annotated with 4.7 tags. Images with at least 8 tags are used for testing, while the remaining 15,276
images are used for training. Again, 1000 images out of the test set are reserved for validation.
For both datasets, we extract three types of visual descriptors, the global Gist features, local Sift
and a robust Hue descriptors computed densely on a multi-scale grid. The three descriptors are
normalized independently to have L1 unit length.
Evaluation metric. For each tag, we compute the 11-point interpolated average precision based on
the output of each algorithm. The measurements are further averaged over all the tags to obtain the
Mean interpolated Averaged Precision (MAP).
Methods. We compare against leastSquare, a ridge regression model, which uses the partial subset
of tags y1 , . . . , yn as labels to learn W in a supervised fashion. We also compare against the
Label Transfer algorithm [12], which has been shown to outperform several existing multi-labeling
methods despite its relative simplicity. To investigate the advantages of jointly learning the two
classifiers B and W in MARCO, we also present the results of a version with separate optimization,
in which the two sub-tasks are learned disjointly. It first learns the mapping B to enrich the tag set
independently of the image features, minimizing Eq. (2); the enriched tags Byi are then used as
labels for image classification in the second stage, where W is learned with ridge regression.
Results. Fig. 1 presents the test results on the ESP game (left) and IAPRTC-12 (middle). In order to
compare the performance of each method at different levels of training set tag sparsity, we “stage”
the training data into successively larger tag sets, starting by giving each image only one tag (subsampled if more tags are available), then two tags, and so on. Two observations can be made: 1.
MARCO outperforms its competitors across all training settings, and 2. joint optimization of the two
sub-tasks consistently outperforms separate optimization. By learning the two mappings simultaneously and forcing them to agree, MARCO offers a channel for these two mappings to “teach” each
other with their own learned knowledge about the “ground truth” labels and to improve each other.
Joint learning is particularly helpful when the training tag set is very sparse. In the extreme case
The enriched tags Byi are real numbers. However, we do truncate yi0 to be within [0, 1]T .
We use a subset out of the 60,000 images available at http://hunch.net/?p=23, which was also used in [8, 12]
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We used the same annotations as in [8, 12]
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where each training image has only one tag, independent tag enrichment offers no gains because
there are no observed tag correlations to build upon. MARCO, on the other hand, can be bootstrapped with the image features. Each column of Fig. 1 (right) shows five randomly chosen input
tags (blue) and the top 10 tags (in decreasing order of their predicted value) that are reconstructed
using the mapping B. The table indicates a clear tendency that tags are associated with semantically
similar tags.
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Figure 1: Mean interpolated Averaged Precision (MAP) as a function of the maximum number of
tags provided for each training image on the ESP game (left) and IAPRTC-12 (middle) datasets (The
average number of tags per image is denoted in parenthesis.); (right) Tag reconstruction on the ESP
game dataset.
Effect of hyperparameter tuning. We also examine the effect of the hyper-parameter γ, the number
of bootstrap iterations. In Eq. (3), γ prescribes the importance of the tag enrichment. As shown in
Fig. 2 (left), the optimal value for γ (tuned on the validation set) increases as more tags are provided.
In other words, it is advantageous to rely more on the tag enrichment component as more labels
become available (and the tag predictions become more accurate), whereas if labels are sparse it
is better to rely more on the image feature mapping. Fig. 2 (middle) shows the performance of
MARCO as we carry out multiple bootstrapping iterations. In general, performance improves as we
bootstrap—although the effect saturates after about four iterations.
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Figure 2: (left) optimal regularization factor γ as a function of the maximum number of tags provided for each training image; (right) MAP as a function of bootstrapping iterations on the ESP
game dataset. The three curves show different levels of tag sparsity.
Computational time. All experiments were conducted on a desktop with dual 6-core Intel i7 cpus
with 2.66Ghz. For a total of around 16,748 training (d = 3, 812) and 268 tags, MARCO took on
average 4.89 seconds to train one bootstrap iteration. The optimal number of bootstrapping iterations
(tuned on the validation set) ranges from 3 to 8 in different tag sparsity settings.
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Conclusions

Our encouraging results suggest that there is merit in re-casting supervised classification problems
with partial labels as unlabeled multi-view data. Our approach to jointly learn classifiers on each
view with forced agreement works well in practice and gives rise to an algorithm, MARCO, which is
based on a convex joint optimization problem that can be solved efficiently with coordinate descent.
We hope our research will lead to interesting future work in many related learning scenarios.
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